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Detail of performance and installation “Recreación del trayecto de los golpistas” (2019)



This project has been largely one of research. In 2022  I began reading 
the primary subject matter I use at the facility: war camp newspapers 
from the War of the Triple Alliance, accompanied by the scholarly 
literature on them written in recent decades. At the same time, I started 
an archive of screenshots from different press and social media from 
recent years. In both cases, I examined the texts to find allusions to the 
relationship of the Paraguayan nation-state, on the one hand, with its 
neighbors Brazil and Argentina, since I maintain that Paraguay is a 
vassal state of Brazil, mainly, and of Argentina in a distant second place. 
And on the other hand, the relationship of the nation-state with particular 
social groups of its citizenry. Categories that I used to distinguish social 
groups are gender, age, racialization, sexuality, class, and religion. From 
this I created a large accumulation of images, text, maps and 
information.

Too Many Open Tabs 2022

Drawing / installation / sound



Serie sangre 2021

Video / installation / performance

This performance is part of a series that involves blood letting. During the most recent 
episode, the artist wore a linen apron, handmade by her mother and several meters in 
length, which draped over a small table in front of her. With the help of a nurse, she 
drained a few ml of blood into a small glass bottle. She invited audience members to sit 
across from her and use a goose feather to write a "promise" in the artist's blood on the 
cloth. Each person could choose to take their used feather with them or leave it behind. 
Throughout the performance, a version of "Nuestro Juramento" by Julio Jaramillo played 
in the background, remixed by the artist.

The used feathers, apron and bottle of blood were set aside as an installation.



Operativo Exitoso

On September 2 2020, President Mario Abdo Benítez tweeted: “We have had a 
successful operation against the EPP. After a confrontation, two members of this armed 
group have been killed.”

The work Operativo Exitoso references this tweet and everything that it implies. The 
Paraguayan state machinery clumsily tried to suppress evidence of state infanticide in 
Yby Yaú, involving the military, journalists, doctors, forensic investigators, ministers and 
the president himself. A few days after this tweet it would be revealed, through confusing 
information leaks, that the “members” were Lilian Mariana Villalba and María Carmen 
Villalba, two eleven-year-old girls. A revision of the original tweet might read: “We have 
[carried out a slaughter] against [defenseless girls]. After [an ambush], two [girls] have 
been [murdered].”

This performance, installation and video work features festive balloons and a printed 
out image of the photo that accompanied the infamous tweet, hung over a small 
waterfall. The artist shot the balloons and picture down with an airgun.

2021

Video / installation / performance



Descanso Suspendido 2021

Photo / installation 

A traditional hammock holds a red, wet mass that looks like viscera, meat and 
blood. It speaks to the relationship of the Paraguayan patriarchal state and culture with 
pregnant bodies, bodies that give birth, bodies that menstruate, bodies that experience 
menopause and bodies that are most likely to be subject to sexual violence. The 
photographed work resembles a huge used sanitary pad.



Trauma-time y 
reconsolidación 
de la memoria

2021
Installation

In 1986 a pregnant woman walked into a hospital in Asunción to give birth. She was forcefully sedated 
and woke up on the surgery table during an unwanted C-section, where her OBGYN doctor offered her 
US$200.00 for her newborn. When she later protested the crime, the same doctor accused her of 
postpartum depression-induced insanity and requested that she be interned in a psychiatric hospital.

The woman is my mother, the baby is my sister and this story has circulated our lives like a vulture. 
Although traumatic, it is far from unique. The topic of OBGYN medical terrorism and stolen babies for 
black-market adoption under dictatorship has been a common experience for women in 20th Century 
Latin America. 

These stories are highly personal and, at the same time, violently political. They set the scene for the 
vulnerability of gestating bodies under a militaristic and patriarchal society.

This installation features a handwritten transcription of a conversation with my mother, where she recounts 
her experience.



Empanadas esotéricas 2020

Object

This project arises out of a meditation on the 
intersection between art, power, taste and consumption. 
The vehicle for representation is a food staple found all 
over Latin America, brought over with colonization from 
the Iberian Peninsula, where it originated: the 
empanada.  

Histories of syncretism are inscribed in the 
empanada; each country has local variations utilizing 
native fruits, vegetables, spices, meats and roots. In 
Paraguay the local style of empanada is prepared with 
manioc root. Here it is synonymous with working class 
culture and is as ubiquitous as it is cheap. It is terere 
rupa, from the Guaraní “a bed for tereré,” as it is meant 
to settle the stomach before drinking mate tea. 

Art is divided, stratified, and commodified in 
much the same way gastronomy is; just as there is 
so-called highbrow art, there is expensive, gourmet 
food, making cheap “fast-food” analogous to popular/ist 
“lowbrow” culture.



Recreación del trayecto
de los golpistas

2019

Video / installation / performance

“Recreación del trayecto de los golpistas” (2019) is a performance and installation that 
took place on the 30th anniversary of the military coup that ousted General Alfredo 
Stroessner, ending his military dictatorship in Paraguay. As the title suggests, the work 
recreates the route that tanks took from a military command center in Luque and through 
Asunción, passing in front of such key logistical places as the home of Stroessner’s 
mistress, “Ñata” Legal; the Police Hospital Rigoberto Caballero, an infantry regiment 
base; the Presidential Guards’ Headquarters; and ending in the city historical center. The 
work culminates in front of the Museo de la Memoria y DDHH, where the artist set the 
installation piece on fire and played La Galopera on her harp. 


